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1. Preliminaries; strong and weak difference properties. 
Let r be the additive group of reals (mod 1) with normalized Lebesgue 
measure m on it. The operator Llh, hEr, is defined on the family of all 
complex-valued functions on r by the formula LlhF(x) = F(x+h)- F(x). 
A family x of complex-valued functions on r is said to have the strong 
difference property (SDP) if every function F E ~h - {g: A Llh g E x} 
admits a decomposition hEr 
(1) 
where G E I and H is an additive function I.e. H(x + y) = H(x) + H(y), 
x, y E r (symbolically ID =I+~{, ~ a family of additive functions). 
A family I of complex-valued functions on r is said to have the weak 
difference property (WDP) if ID =I+~+~ where S E ~ if and only if for 
each h E r, LlhS(x) =Om-almost everywhere. In other words every function 
F such that all of its differences belong to I, is of the form 
(2) 
where G E I, H is additive and S E ~. 
For many spaces of functions it was proved that they have SDP. We 
find in DE BRUIJN's paper [1] interesting results in this field, for example 
the space of continuous functions on r has SDP. We know also that it 
is impossible to prove that the space we of all measurable functions on 
the real line has SDP. This remark is due to ERDOS (see [1], p. 195) and 
it follows from SIERPINSKI's Proposition C70a ([9], p. 135) and from results 
ofGoDEL [4]. So far as I know, until today the question: "has we WDP?" 
asked by ERDOS, is open. It is known that Lp(F), 1 <;p<:=, have WDP. 
For p = 2 this has been shown by DE BRUIJN in [1] and for other p by 
F. W. CARROLL in [2]. The aim of the present paper is to prove the 
following 
Theorem 1.1. If @ satisfies a Ll2-condition, then the Orlicz space L,p 
has WDP. 
The method used in the proof is similar to de Bruijn's and Carroll's. 
We still remark that the results of this paper remain true if r is supposed 
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to be a monothetic compact group, i.e., a compact topological group 
containing as a dense subgroup an infinite cyclic group. Instead of m we 
should then consider the normalized Haar measure on r. Since L1 is not 
an Orlicz space in the sense of Section 2, Carroll's result on L1 is not a 
special case of Theorem l.l. It is, however, possible to deduce it from 
that theorem: 
Theorem 1.2. L1 has WDP. 
Proof: To every function I EL1 one can find a Young function cJ> 
(as will be defined in § 2) such that cJ> satisfies a Liz-condition and such 
that I E L<tJ. In fact, by [6], § 8.1 there can be found even a Young function 
cJ> satisfying a Ll'-condition such that fr cJ>(cJ>(f))dm< oo. The last remark 
of§ 1.6 ([6]) says that there is a constant uo;;;.O such that for u;;;.uo, 
cJ>(cJ>(u)) > cJ>(u). Hence fr cJ>(f)dm < oo, which shows that IE L<~J. Obviously 
([6], Lemma 5.1) every Young function which fulfills a Ll'-condition fulfills 
also a Liz-condition. Now an easy application of Theorem 1.1 ends the 
proof. 
2. Preliminaries; Orlicz spaces. 
Let cJ>( ·) be a symmetric, continuous and convex real-valued function 
on the real line satisfying the following conditions: 
lim cJ>(u) = 0 and lim cJ>(u) = oo. 
u ->-0 u u ->-00 u 
To any such function cJ>, called also a Young function, there corresponds 
a function lJI, called a complementary function to cJ> in the sense of Young, 
and defined by the formulae 
(3) ( lJI(v) = max [uv-cJ>(u)], for v;;;.O and lJI(v) = lJI(Ivl) for v<O. 
1JI is of the same type as cJ>, and cJ> is complementary in the sense of 
Young to lJI. cJ> is said to satisfy a Liz-condition if there are constants 
c>O and u0 ;;;.0 such that cJ>(2u)<;ccJ>(u), (u;;;.uo). Let now L<tJ(T}, where 
cJ> fulfills the conditions mentioned above, be the set of all complex-
valued measurable functions I on r such that 
IIIII<~J ~sup If l(x)g(x)dml <oo, 
r 
where the supremum is taken over the set of functions g satisfying the 
condition fr lJI(Ig(x)l)dm<; 1 ([6], § 9). L<tJ(T) with the norm IH~P is a 
complete normed linear space, and it is called an Orlicz space. For the 
theory of Orlicz spaces we refer to the monograph [6]. In the whole paper 
we assume that the function cJ> satisfies a Liz-condition. 
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3. Two lemmas on Orlicz spaces. 
Lemma 3.1. The set O(F) of all continuous complex-valued functions 
on r is dense in L~(F}. 
Proof: The proof is essentially the same as in [6], § 10.2, where, it 
is given for bounded closed sets of n-dimensional Euclidean space with 
the usual Lebesgue measure. For the completion of the proof we· still 
remark that L~=E~ by virtue of the Lh-condition ([6], § 10.1). . ' 
A map f from r into a metric space with the distance d is said to be 
uniformly continuous if for every e > 0 there exists a neighborhood V of 0 · 
(in F) such that d(f(x}, f(y))<e whenever x, y E r and y-x E v ([8], 
p. 256). Obviously a uniformly continuous map is continuous. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G E L~(F). The map h ~ LlhG, hEr, is a uniformly 
continuous map of r into L~(F}. 
Proof: It is easy to see that it is quite sufficient to prove the uniform 
continuity only of a translation h ~ Gh, (Gh(x) =G(x+h)). Since O(F) is 
dense in L~(T) (Lemma 3.1}, there is g E O(F}, which is also, by co:rp.pact~ 
ness of r, uniformly continuous such that IIG- gil~< e/3 for any given e > 0. 
Therefore, immediately from the definition of uniform continuity, we can 
find a neighborhood V of 0 E r such that 
(4} sup lg(x}-gy(x)l<e/(311111~}, y E V. 
eer 
One can easily check that the inequality lfl <a m-a.e., where a is a 
positive constant, implies the inequality 11111~ <Hall~· 
Hence, by (4), 
llg-gull~<e/3 and IIG-Gull~< IIG-gll~+llg-gull~+ llgu-Gull~<e. 
Because Gy-G~=(G-G~-y}y we get IIGu-Gzll~<e whenever z-y E V. This 
finishes the proof. 
Utilizing the same proofs for the case when r is a monothetic compact 
group, the validity of both Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 for such r follows in a 
straightforward manner. 
4. Ergodic theorem in Orlicz spaces. 
In the sequel the following ergodic theorem for Orlicz spaces wm be , 
needed: 
Theorem 4.1. Let f eL~(F,m) and let fh(x)=f(x+h). Then 
1 n-1 
(i) gn(x) ~ - ! /kh(x) converges point-wise m-almost everywhere; 
n k=o 
(ii) gn(x) converges also in L~; 
(iii) the limit function f*(x) is integrable, invariant under the translation 
(fh *(x) = f*(x}, h E F), and by ergodicity of translations is a constant 
function; 
(iv) f f* dm = f fdm. 
r r 
7 Series A 
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Proof: Since f(x) E L<P(m) implies f(x) E L1(m), (i), (iii) and (iv) consti-
tute the well-known Birkhoff's Ergodic Theorem (see e.g. [5], Theorem 7.9, 
pp. 190-191 or [3]). Only (ii) needs of a more precise but also a simple 
proof. 
Because if> satisfies a Ll2-condition, the convergence in the norm II·II<I> 
is equivalent to the convergence in the if>-mean Jrif>(l·l) dm. In order to 
prove our Theorem, it suffices to note that (i) (i.e. gn ~ f* m-a.e.) implies 
Srif>(lf*-gnl)dm ~ 0. In fact, take e>O, next 15>0 so that if E c rand 
m(E) < 15 then both 
J if>(21fl) dm < sf2 and J if>(2lf* I) dm < s/2. 
E E 
Now we have 
1 n-1 1 n-1 J if>(2lgnl) dm < - ! J if>(2l/knl) dm = - ! J if>(2lfl) dm, 
E n k=O E n k=O Ek 
where Ek is obtained from E by shifting along a distance kh. Hence, for 
every n= 1, 2, ... , JE if>(2lgnl)dm<s/2 whenever m(E)<I5. Therefore 
J if>(lf*-gnl)dm.;;; J if>(lf*l+lgnl)dm < 
E E 
< HJ if>(2lf*l)dm + J if>(2lgnl)dm}<s, 
E E 
and a standard application of Egorov's Theorem leads to the desired 
result. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Because our proof of Theorem 1.1 is a straightforward modification of 
the proof given in [2] we present it without superfluous details. 
The assumption FE IDL<I> (see Section 1) implies that for each hEr, 
L1 11 F E L<P. Thus Lin F has a Fourier series 
00 
Lin F(x) ,..... ! a(h, n)e2"in"' 
ft=-00 
n which the coefficients a(h, n) depend generally upon h. However, since 
for all h, h' E F the operators Lin• and Lin commute, we have that the 
numbers 
bn=a(h, n)j(e2ninn_1) (n= ± 1, ± 2, ... ; h irrational) 
do not depend upon h. It has to be proved that the trigonometrical series 
(5) 
is the Fourier series of a certain function G from L<P(F). Then we define 
the function H (see (2)) by the formula 
H(h)=a(h,O) = J LlnF(x)dm. 
r 
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His obviously additive, and the Fourier series of L1n(F -G-H) equals zero. 
Let us now prove the following 
Lemma 5.1. If FE SJ)L<~>' then there is a number M>O such that 
IILln Llk F!lt~><M for all h, kEF. 
Proof: Let 
An= n {hE F: IIL1nL1k Fil<~><n}, (n= 1, 2, ... ). 
lear 
Thus F= U An and by Lemma 3.2 each An (n= 1, 2, ... )is closed. By 
" ~e Baire Category Theorem at least one of the An's, say An, has a non-
efupty interior V ho· It follows from the compactness of F that one may 
cover F by a finite number of shifts of V, say Vn0 , Vn1, ••• , Vn, 
(ho, ... , h, E F). It is worth noticing that for any i (1 ..;;i..;;r), and any kEF 
IIL111i-noL1k Fll<~> < IIL111i-no Fkll<~> + IILln,-no Fll<~> = 
= 2IIL1hi-hoFII<~>< 2 max IILlhi-hoFII<~> = L<oo. 
l:::;;;i~r 
Simultaneously 
Lln Llk F = L1 (ho-v)+(lli-ho) Llk F = L1no+v Llk F + Llhi-ho Llk F, 
(v E V, h, kEF) because hE Vn, for some i, and finally 
IIL1nL1k FII<~><N +L=M. 
Now we return to the proof of the Theorem 1.1. 
Let 
m-1 
Gm = (1/m) z [jH'(h)-LltnF], (m= 1, 2, ... ) 
i=O 
where H'(h) is defined by the formula H'(h)= lim (1/n)LlnnF. By the 
n-->-00 
Ergodic Theorem 4.1 H'(h) is an L<~> function, constant and H'(h)=H(h) 
(see Section 1). It follows from Lemma 5.1 and from the definition of Gm 
that !!Gmii<~><M (m= 1, 2, ... ).Hence, Theorems 14.3 and 14.4 of [6] imply 
that we can find a subsequence {Gm1J of {Gm} and a function G=G(h) E L<~> 
such that Gmk converges to G Eys-weakly, i.e., for every g E Eys 
lim J Gmk(x)g(x)dm = J G(x)g(x)dm. 
k->-oo r r 
(We recall that E Y' is the closure of the set of bounded measurable functions 
in Lys and lJf is complementary to (/J in the sense of Young.) Simultaneously, 
it is easy to check that 
J Gmk(x) e-2nin:tdm = bn(1- 0(1/mk)), n =f 0. 
r 
Now it is clear that G( =G(h), h irrational) is the sought function from L. 
with Fourier series (5). This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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6. The space .!l'(M) of random integrable functions has WDP. 
Let .!l'(M) be tP.e set of all measurable functions on r which are inte-
grable with respeet to the homogeneous symmetric random measure M. 
For the definitions and other information on such random measures and 
integrals we refer to papers of PREKOPA [7] and to the work of K. URBANm 
a.nd W. A. WoYCZYNSKI [10]. Exploiting the Theorem 4.1 of [10], which 
states that .!l'(M) is a generalized Orlicz space L~ (([> satisfies a Ll2-con-
dition), and our present Theorem 1.1 we immediately obtain the following 
unexpected 
, Theorem 6.1. The space .!l'(M) has WDP whenever it is a Banach 
space. 
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SUMMARY 
In the present note we prove that every complex-valued function F on the additive 
group T of reals (mod 1), such that all of its differences F(x+h)-F(x), heT, 
belong to Orlicz space L~(rf) E Lis), is the sum of three components: G +H +S, 
where G E LiP, H is additive, and S has differences equal to zero almost everywhere. 
With the aid of the above theorem we also give a new proof of the similar but known 
result for Lt. Some probabilistic applications are indicated. 
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